
Call for Expression of Interest (EOI) for broadcasting of Publish 

service announcement (PSA).   

 

Date of Publication: 7th September, 2021  

Nepal Disabled Women Association (NDWA) calls for expression of interest (EOI) 

to broadcast the already recorded and ready to broadcast PSA as part of the 

mass awareness campaign, under the project – “Inclusive Partnership 

against violence project (InPAV)” in partnership with UN Trust Fund, which 

has been undergoing in twenty-seven districts of Nepal since October 2019. 

NDWA is seeking an experienced and qualified Media organization or consultancy 

firm to carry out this assignment.  

Details of the assignment: 

NDWA has been working since 1998 focusing on Advocacy, livelihood, 

health/reproductive health, education, Gender Based Violence and access to 

justice, and rehabilitation. In this connection, InPav is focusing on 27 districts in 

all 7 provinces, covering 77 palikas. NDWA has already developed total of 3 

PSAs for the broadcast in the project areas. The total budget assigned for the 

task is NPR 6, 00,000 (In Words: Six Lakh only) including taxable amount. So, 

the Media house/consultancy service has to manage the broadcast the recorded 

PSA covering all palikas (see in attached district/palikas) through local radio 

stations.   

The media house is also responsible for the broadcast monitoring and tracking 

using different tools or suggesting the organization for effective monitoring by 

self and submitting timely reports to the organization. 

The interested Media house or consulting firm having proven experience of 

performing aforementioned tasks is requested to apply for the assignment by 

15th September, 2021.  

How to apply: 

 Eligible consultants/firms can submit their proposal of Expression of 

Interest and budget at ndwa.2009@gmail.com.  

 Applications only via email will be accepted, as hard copies are not being 

accepted due to the Covid-19 risk.  

 The EOI received after the deadline will not be considered.  

 NDWA reserves all rights to make decisions and/or cancel the assignment 

as per organization’s norms.   

 

Media houses with experience in the field of disabilities are highly encouraged to 

apply for this opportunity. Should you require any reasonable communication 

measures to access this information or opportunity, please feel free to contact us 

directly at our given telephone number or email address. Only shortlisted media 

houses will be contacted for further process.   

 

Contact Address: 

Nepal Disabled Women Association 

PO Box: 9679, House no: 37, Kalopul Marga 

Kalopul, Kathmandu 

Tel: 014435131, 014438342 

Email: ndwa.2009@gmail.com  
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